Pivot-Object Motion Detection using Outcode - Nonatree
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ABSTRACT
Motion gaming and hand or body gestured controlled systems (Augmented Reality) is the future ahead, where the movement of hands or movement of pivot-object is used for exerting the controls, eliminating the need of joysticks and control pads.

In this paper we propose Outcode-Nonatree (OCNT), as a new methodology of identifying the motion of pivot-object in vicinity of camera. A live image of pivot-object is captured via camera; it is divided into 9 partitions (Nona-tree Partitions), labeled, using outcode. Then, recursively these partitions are scanned for appearance of pivot-object, till the partitioning fits approximately to the object size. This partition then defines the current position of the pivot-object, used to take the motion decisions.

The proposed methodology is applied for learning, memorizing and then identifying the position of the pivot-object.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The control systems in gaming, simulators, industrial machine control, controlled robotic movement, medical demonstrations to name a few, uses joystick or control pads to generate the control signals for taking the motion related decisions. In this paper we propose a new methodology of exerting the control by using the pivot-object: a specific color-shape object whose movements are used as coordinated output for the purpose of control. The control system comprises of a camera as capture device, observing the movement of the pivot-object continuously, processing the pivot-position, generating the control output. The method has three phases to carry out; firstly, to learn the pivot-object, secondly, to memorize the current position of the object and finally tracking the motion of the pivot-object and based on defined control scheme in the system, to generate or exert the control as output. The pivot-object should be a specific color object and should have different color as of the background. Typically in our experiment we have considered Red color ball as pivot-object.

2. NONATREE-OUTCODE
The visual area of control, under the vicinity of the camera is partitioned into nine segments using outcode [Cohen-Sutherland] techniques as: Above, Below, Right and Left codes typically called ABRL code. These nine segments are the area of search of pivot-object forms a Nonatree as illustrated in Figure-1.

![Figure 1: Outcode-Nonatree](image)

The outcode follows binary weights for each of the partition line, with A=8, B=4, R=2 and L=1. Thus each of the partition uses 4 bit binary code with weights as ABRL.

The capture window is defined by \(W_x = (W_{Xmin}, W_{Ymin})\) and \(W_y = (W_{Xmax}, W_{Ymax})\). The typical value in our experiment is \((0, 0)-(320, 240)\), one of the standard window of camera image. The partition lines for segmentation of capture window are computed using Table-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, the partition with code 4 has a binary value of 0100, and with reference to above table the value of y-coordinate is 2/3 of \(W_{Ymax} - W_{Ymin}\). and similarly the value of x-coordinate is 1/3 of \(W_{Xmax} - W_{Xmin}\). Figure 2 shows the coordinate of segments of the window.
3. PIVOT-OBJECT LEARNING, MEMORIZING & TRACKING

The pivot-object is the basis to motion control. Initially, in learning phase the pivot-object is kept at a stable position with a condition that the background (ambience) is not having any color as of the pivot-object. The distance of pivot-object should be such that its image formation inside the capture window should be less than the segment size of some kth level. The level k is the depth of partitioning. The level k is considered maximum to a limit where the depth of Nonatree partitioning reaches to a condition wherein the size of partition almost fits the size of pivot-object.

At some stable position of pivot-object, the image is captured and it is processed by counting the numbers of pivot-object color pixels.

The captured image is now processed with Nonatree partitioning, producing nine segments. Each segment turn-by-turn is processed with pixel-count algorithm, as shown in Figure 3, generating the percentage of presence of pivot-object. With reference to the pixel percentage presence each segment is labeled as E, P, or F (Empty, Partial or Full).

a. E: if there is no presence of pivot-object pixel, this partition is not considered for further processing.

b. P: if the pivot-object pixels are present, in the partition. Here, there can be two cases
   i) The object is partially inside the partition
   ii) The object is completely inside the partition, but the pivot-object pixel count is less than further partition size of the segment background color pixel count.

Under both the above conditions this partition is considered for further processing.

c. F: if the pivot-object pixels tightly equal the segment pixel counts. This is also the terminating condition of the processing.

3.1 Pixel Count Algorithm

The algorithm accepts the partition window coordinates as input and returns back the specific color pixel count.

Function CountPix\( (x_1,y_1,x_2,y_2:\text{Integer}) : \text{Word} \); Var x,y : \text{Integer}; colorvalue : \text{Longint}; Begin CountPix := 0; For y := y_1 to y_2 do For x := x_1 to x_2 do Begin colorvalue := ImageMain.Picture.Bitmap.Canvas.Pixels[x,y]; Rval := GetRValue(Colorvalue); Gval := GetGValue(Colorvalue); Bval := GetBValue(Colorvalue); If (Rval > 0) and (Gval =0) and (BVal =0) then ColorCount := ColorCount + 1; End; End;

Pixel Count Algorithm

3.2 Coordinate Computation of Pivot-Object

Current co-ordinate position of the pivot-object is computed with reference to the level of recursion, which terminates further partitioning. Each Nonatree formed segment is available with E, P or F label. The P label partition is further processed till one of the partition is F or a terminating condition is reached. The number sequence generated provides the co-ordinate position of the pivot-object.

For example: 941: it is a three level code, meaning that the algorithm first digit 9 represents first level partition code (above left), the second digit 3 represents second level partition code (center below) and, the third digit 1 represents third level (center left)

Thus the pivot-object position is

1. First level
   a. aX1 = 0, aX2 = 1/3 * Wx
   b. aY1 = 0, aY2 = 1/3 * Wy

2. Second level
   a. bX1 = 1/3 * aWx, bX2 = 2/3 * aWx
   b. bY1 = 2/3 * aWy, bY2 = aY2

3. Third level
   a. cX1 = bX1, cX2 = 1/3 * bWx
   b. cY1 = 1/3 * bWy, cY2 = 2/3 * bWy

Note: The prefix before coordinates defines level, namely, a: First level, b: Second level, c: Third level and so on.
The pivot object under vicinity of camera is learned by the network and then follows the motion of the object. The whole methodology is then automated by developing suitable software. This automation increases the efficiency of identification of the random object motion providing the coordinates of presence in the window of capture.

4. SIMULATION & MOTION DETECTION

To verify the methodology as defined we have developed software with a bitmap image formed with resolution of 320x240, having a Red colored pivot-object placed at the center of the image, as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Pivot-object Image](image)

This image is then processed with Nonatree partitioning, applying the pixel count algorithm. In our experiment for the first level partitioning segment-0, is F and remaining segments are E. Thus, segment-0 is considered for further partitioning. During the second level Nonatree partitioning of segment-0, the computations of pivot-object pixel presence are as: Partition 0: 46%, Partition 8: 28%, Partition 1: 16% and Partition 9: 10%. At this level, since the pivot-object pixel count is nearly equal to the partition pixel count hence the process is terminated, thus partition-0 of second level is the position of the pivot-object. Figure 4 illustrates two level partitioning.

![Figure 4: Two level Partitioning](image)

Thus, the final position of pivot-object is available after 2nd level of processing as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Final Position of Pivot-object](image)

5. SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK

This methodology can be carried out by training the Neural-Networks, whereby, the network will automatically learn the feature of pivot-object adjusting the neurons weight according to the level of partition and pivot-pixel count. Further, for the purpose of tracking the neurons will be dynamically trained depending on the level of recursion required to identify the position of the pivot-object. Also, in further extension 3 Dimensional movement of the pivot-object can be computed using three image capturing devices.
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